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 8U Windmill Girls Softball 
Infield League Rules 

(05.17.17) 

 

The objective for the Windmill Softball Infield League 
program is for our children to participate in coach 
assisted pitching machine games that will be used to 
develop individual player skills in a non competitive 
environment. The team objective is to score runs on the 
other team while preventing the opposition from 
scoring. The dimensions of the ball diamond are 
intended to be smaller than regulation softball. The 
rules are simplified to accommodate young beginner 
players. The program emphasizes skill development and 
sportsmanship over winning. Remember, make the 
game fun. This is a non competitive league and 
therefore score keeping is not required.  

These Infield League Rules are subject to slight 
modification as input is received from coaches.  

 Some rules mirror our 10U rules to make the 
transition from one age group to another easier 
for players and coaches.  

 Some rules are to clarify situations encountered 
during the season of play.  

Finally, all rule disagreements will be settled on the 
field, away from players and spectators, between 
coaches from each team. Judgment calls by the 
umpire/coach are not to be protested. Coaches or 
volunteers will call outs at the bases. If there is a 
disagreement on a call, the first call goes to the home 
team and the second to the visiting team. Each coach 
shall be responsible for the conduct of his players and 
fans/spectators. Both Teams are responsible for 
cleaning up the area after each game.  
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To develop the individual player skills in a non 
competitive environment, it is the League’s goal to 
familiarize players with the concept of teamwork and 
with the responsibilities of a team-member. To 
accomplish this: 

 Players will know and address all teammates by 
name.  

 Coaches will familiarize players with the 
concept of sportsmanship. (e.g. ;) We will shake 
hands with the opponent after the game; there 
will be no loud, distracting behavior such as 
softball cheers that can be perceived by parents 
and coaches as negative or “demeaning” to the 
children (e.g.; beat the “whoopsy” out of you). 
There will be no jeering or rattling or shaking of 
the fence or climbing on the fence.  

 Players will demonstrate knowledge of rules.  

 Players will demonstrate knowledge of basic 
offensive and defensive strategies.  

 Players will be able to identify parts of the 
softball diamond and will be able to identify the 
positions played in the game.  

 Players will be able to identify equipment used 
in softball.  

 Players will be able to assume a proper batting 
position in the batter’s box and demonstrate 
knowledge of the strike zone.  

 Players will be able to hit a ball off the Pitching 
Machine and the Tee when at bat. 

 Players will be able to run the bases and score 
runs.  

 Players will be able to assume the ready 
position on defense and will be able to field a 
ground or fly ball.  

 Players will be able to make a throw to the 
appropriate base or cut-off player.  
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8U Softball Rules (Infield League)  
(Ages 8 years and younger) 
 
1) THE GAME: Games will be five innings. All 

innings started will be played to their 
conclusion. In the case of doubleheaders, the 
first game is scheduled to start at 5:45 PM with 
no new regular inning beginning after 6:55 PM. 
The second game is scheduled to start at 7:15 
PM.1 

2) DUGOUT/TEAM AREA. Both Teams are 
responsible for cleaning up the area after each 
game.  

3) HOME RUN RULE. When a batted ball leaves the 
infield playing area in fair territory without 
touching the ground, even when touched by a 
defensive player or adult.  
EFFECT: The batter-runner shall be entitled to a 
home run if the batted ball is hit off the pitching 
machine.2  
EXCEPTION: When the ball is hit off a tee or 
when caught in the designated outfield area. 

4) GROUND RULE DOUBLE. When a fair batted ball 
bounces or rolls onto or touches the designated 
outfield area. When the ball deflects off a 
defensive player or adult and goes onto or 
touches the designated outfield area.  
EFFECT: The ball is dead. The batter-runner is 
awarded two bases if the batted ball is hit off 
the pitching machine.3 Any runner affected is 
entitled to a minimum of one base and may not 
advance further, except when forced to 
advance to the next base because of another 
runner and/or the batter became a batter-
runner. 
EXCEPTION: When the ball is hit off a tee. 

5) TIME LIMIT RULE. Standard game for 
doubleheaders is four innings or until time runs 
out. Time limit is 1 hour and 15 minute for each 
game. The last regular inning of play must be 

                                                 
1
 2009 Playing rule change – Rule #1 – Game defined; start 

times 
2
 2014 Playing rule change – Rule #3 – Added emphasis of 

pitching machine and exception when a tee is used 
3
 2014 Playing rule change – Rule #4 – Added emphasis of 

pitching machine and exception when a tee is used 

“announced” prior to 7:00 PM. No new inning 
shall start after 6:55 PM.4  

6) INNINGS: Teams will bat until 3 outs are 
recorded or an inning shall be ended with the 
third (3rd) out or the “END-OF-PLAY” of the 
ninth (9th) batter in that inning.  

  "END-OF-PLAY”  on the ninth (9th) batter 
shall be interpreted to be when an out has 
been made on the ninth (9th) batter, or on 
any base runner on base at the time the 
ninth (9th) batter bats, or when the next 
out occurs, or when the ninth (9th) batter 
scores. This gives the 9th batter a chance to 
run the bases and still limits the inning.  

 When the ninth (9th) batter scores the 
inning is over and all base runners leave the 
field of play.  

 5EXCEPTION: In the end-of-year tournament 
the play in progress must be completed, 
and ALL runs will count on the play. (e.g.; 
runs scored as a result of a home run or 
ground rule double). 

 When the ninth (9th) batter steps to the 
plate and takes her position in the batters 
box, at that point two (2) outs will be 
declared even though the batting team may 
in fact not have any outs.  

 If one team has more players than the 
other, the team with fewer than 9 players 
may “re-bat” the top of their line-up so an 
equal number of players bat for each team.   

7) OFFENSIVE TEAM. The offensive team will be 
made up of the entire team roster.  

 (i.e. ;) If team has fifteen (15) players 
registered on its team roster, and all fifteen 
(15) players show up for a game, then all 
fifteen (15) players shall be listed on the 
batting order, and will bat their turn 
whether they are playing defense or not.  

 EXCEPTION: A player may miss her turn at 
bat if she is unable, or unwilling, or 
unavailable, with no penalty. If a player is ill 
or hurt, they may be removed from the 

                                                 
4
 2009 Playing rule change – Rule # 5 – Time limit of double 

headers and “announcement” of end-of-game. 
5
 2009 Playing rule change – Rule # 6 - ADDED an exception 

to the end of inning in tournament play. The play in progress 

must be completed to allow all runs to count on the play. 
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game and at a later time return to the 
game. They may return only to the batting 
position that they held prior to illness or 
being injured.  

 REMEMBER: In a regulation game all players 
must play at least two (2) complete innings 
on defense. EXCEPTION: Team rosters in 
excess of 18 players; players may play less 
than a complete inning in a game ending in 
a time limit.6  

 Lineup sheets are to consist of a rectangular 
piece of paper with columns and lines. The 
first column lists all players by name and 
number in order of batting. Subsequent 
columns list by inning the defensive 
positions they will play inning by inning. 

 Players must rotate positions and play a 
new position each inning. No player will 
play the same position.  

8) PLAYERS. There will be six (6) players on 
defense (INFIELD ONLY). The players will be 
positioned at 1B, 2B, SS, 3B, and one pitcher 
and one catcher.   
EXCEPTION: A maximum of 9 players, six 
infielders and three outfielders, may be used.  If 
used, outfielders must stand on the outfield 
edge of the dirt infield or beyond. The outfield 
is that grassy portion of the field in fair territory 
which is normally covered by outfielders.7 
Shorthanded Rule (optional): If a team has less 
players then the opposing team, either coach 
may suggest selecting players to play with the 
team which is short.  

9) THE CATCHER: The catcher shall return the ball 
directly to the pitcher after each pitch or 
directly to the backstop for placement into a 
container.8 

10) THE PITCHER: The pitcher, upon the return of 
the ball from the catcher, shall return the ball 
directly to the adult assisting with the pitching 
machine.  

11) PLAYING FIELD.  The base distance for the 
Infield League (8U) is 50 ft. To determine the 
location of bases and pitching machine drive a 

                                                 
6
 2009 Playing rule change – Rule # 7 – Exception noted for 

games ending by time limit. 
7
 2017 Remove exception rule for number of players 

8
 2014 Exception noted to speed up the game. 

stake at the corner of home plate closest to the 
catcher. Fasten a cord to this stake and tie 
knots, or otherwise mark the cord at 33 feet 4 
inches, 50 feet, 70 feet 8-1/2 inches, and 100 
feet.  

Place the cord (without stretching) along 
the direction line toward second base and place 
a stake at the 33 foot 4 inch marker. This will be 
the center of the pitching machine. Along the 
same line, drive a stake at the 70 foot 8-1/2 
inch marker. This will be the center of second 
base.  

Place the 100-foot marker at the center of 
second base and, taking hold of the cord at the 
50-foot marker, walk to the right of the 
direction line until the cord is taunt9 and drive a 
stake at the 50-foot marker. This will be the 
outside corner of first base and the cord will 
now form the lines to first and second base.  

Again holding the cord at the 50-foot 
marker, walk across the field and, in like 
manner, mark the outside corner of third base. 
Home plate, first base and third base are wholly 
inside the diamond. To check the diamond, 
place the home plate end of the cord at the first 
base stake and the 100-foot marker at third 
base. The 50-foot marker should now check at 
home plate and the middle of second base.  

In the event a skinned (dirt) infield is not 
used a 65 foot painted radius may be used to 
determine the outfield edge of the infield with 
the center of the pitching machine as the center 
point of the arc. 

12) THE PITCHING MACHINE: Will be set 
approximately 35 feet (33’ - 4”) from home 
plate. The distance may vary due to machine 
chute, speed, and texture of ball. The balls are 
provided by the league. The pitching machine 
will be set at 31 mph (or equivalent RPM’s). This 
may vary also. (e.g.,)10 

Dial Setting M.P.H. 
20 23 
30 29 
40 35 
50 39 

                                                 
9
 2017 Insert information 

10
 2009 Playing rule change – Rule # 12 – added pitching 

machine speed setting matrix. 
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13) THE OFFICIAL SOFTBALL:11 The League approved 
ball is the Diamond 12” Dimpled Foam ball 
(DFM12). It is a lightweight foam dimpled 

softball. Firm foam and throws well and is 

dimpled for true flight. It is being used to avoid 
injury to player. Players see a realistic throw or 
pitch, but do not get stung by the ball if it 
bounces off their arms or body and avoids 
injury if a young player were hit in the face by a 
thrown or hit ball. It also keeps its original 
shape coming out of a pitching machine, 
regardless of speed. 

14) BATTER-RUNNER AND RUNNER:  
Runners are entitled to advance with liability to be put 
out. 

On a thrown ball or a fair batted ball that does not 
hit the pitching machine. If a thrown or fair batted 
ball contacts a defensive player or adult. EFFECT: 
The ball is live. 
Runners starting at first, second, or third base are 
entitled to advance one base only per hit.  

 A runner, attempting to advance beyond the 
one base they are entitled to advance: EFFECT: 
May be put out while between bases. A runner 
cannot be put out while in sole contact with a 
base. 

 After all play ceases and the ball is dead, if a 
runner occupies a base beyond the one the 
runner was entitled to advance: EFFECT: The 
runner will be returned to the correct base 
without liability to be put out. 

Runners Overrunning a Base: First base and home 
plate are the only bases a runner may touch and 
run past.  
EFFECT: 

 If a runner should overrun 2nd and 3rd base, 
and an alert fielder who is in possession of the 
ball touches the runner while off the base, the 
runner shall be declared out. 

A fielder may not push or force a runner off the 
base that a runner has gained in an attempt to tag 
him out.  
TAGGING-UP: Tagging-Up and advancing to the next 
base is not allowed on fly outs. Players are required 
to return and remain on the base occupied at the 
time the ball was hit. EFFECT: If an alert fielder who 
is in possession of the ball touches the runner or 
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 2016 Diamond 12” foam ball replaced Lite Flite Ball 

the base while the runner is off the base, the runner 
shall be declared out. 
TOUCHING BASES: Two runners may not occupy the 
same base simultaneously. EFFECT: The runner who 
first legally occupied the base is entitled to it, unless 
forced to advance. The other runner may be put out 
by being touched with the ball. 

Runners are entitled to advance without liability to be 
put out. 

 When a thrown ball or fair batted ball makes 
contact with the pitching machine, it will be 
ruled a dead ball. The batter is awarded first 
base and a base hit. Runners on base advance 
one base only if forced. If not forced, players 
shall remain on the base occupied at the time 
the ball was hit.12 

 When a fair batted ball leaves the infield playing 
field in fair territory without touching the 
ground, even when touched by a defensive 
player or adult.  
EFFECT: The batter-runner shall be entitled to a 
home run.  
EXCEPTION #1: A ball may be caught in the 
designated outfield area to “steal” a home run.  
EXCEPTION #2: When the ball is hit off a tee, 
the ball is dead. The batter-runner is awarded 
two bases. Any runner affected is entitled to a 
minimum of one base and may not advance 
further, except when forced to advance to the 
next base because of another runner and/or the 
batter became a batter-runner.13 

 When a fair batted ball bounces or rolls onto or 
touches the designated outfield area. When the 
ball deflects off a defensive player or adult and 
goes onto or touches the designated outfield 
area.  
EFFECT: The ball is dead. The batter-runner is 
awarded two bases. Any runner affected is 
entitled to a minimum of one base and may not 
advance further, except when forced to 
advance to the next base because of another 
runner and/or the batter became a batter-
runner. 
EXCEPTION: When the ball is hit off a tee, the 
ball is dead. The batter-runner is awarded one 
base. Any runner affected is entitled to a 

                                                 
12

 2014 Playing rule - Advance without liability to be put out  
13

 2014 Playing rule change – Rule #14 – Ball hit off tee 
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minimum of one base and may not advance 
further, except when forced to advance to the 
next base because of another runner and/or the 
batter became a batter-runner. 

 When a fielder not in possession of the ball or 
not in the act of fielding a batted ball or thrown 
ball, obstructs the progress of a runner or 
batter-runner that is legally running bases 
(obstructed runners are still required to touch 
all bases in proper order). If the obstructed 
runner is put out prior to reaching the base 
which would have been reached had there not 
been obstruction.  
EFFECT: An obstructed runner may not be called 
out between the two bases where obstructed. A 
dead ball is called and the obstructed runner 
and all other runners shall be awarded the base 
or bases which would have been reached had 
there not been obstruction. 

15) IN SETTING UP DEFENSIVE POSITIONS, the 
pitcher must have at least one foot in contact 
with, or stay within the painted circle around 
the mound until the ball is hit. If there is no 
painted circle an 8 foot arc line will be drawn 
from the middle of the pitching machine to 
reflect where the painted circle would be.  
14There will be only six (6) players in the infield 
at the point of the ball being hit by the batter.  

 NOTE: The catcher and pitcher will be 
counted as infielders to satisfy this rule. 
Infield: The area generally covered in sand 
rather than grass, or an area extending just 
behind first, second and third bases 
(collectively, the bases). 

 Outfielders, when present, may not play on 
the infield until the ball is hit. Once the ball 
is hit, the entire field is then in play, and any 
player may then attempt to field the ball.  

 Any outfielder must stand on the outfield 
edge of the dirt infield or beyond and must 
be at least ten feet (10') behind the 
baselines at the point of the ball being hit 
by the batter. Outfield: The area behind the 
bases that is generally grass is called the 
outfield. 

                                                 
14

 2012 Playing rule change – Rule #15 – restricts outfield 

defensive position until ball is hit 

 If any outfielder is not at the proper 
distance when the ball is hit, then the 
offensive team has the privilege of having 
nullified any portion of the play that 
occurred on the violation.  

 If both the offensive and defensive teams 
are in error, then the ball shall be declared 
DEAD and another attempt shall be made to 
hit the ball. 

16) STEALING: Base stealing is not allowed. Runners 
may advance when a pitched ball is batted. 
There is no leading off. 

17) BATTER  and TEE:  
Each batter will be allowed 3 swings or 5 
pitches, whichever comes first. If the 3rd swing 
or 5th pitch is hit foul, the batter will continue 
batting until they hit a fair ball or miss. 15A 
caught foul fly ball will be an out whenever it 
occurs.  

 After the 3rd swing or 5th pitch, unless foul, 
the batter shall hit off a tee until they hit a 
fair ball. If a ball leaves the tee as a result of 
the tee being struck rather than the ball, 
then the ball shall be declared DEAD and 
another attempt shall be made to hit the 
ball.  

 A hit ball off a tee must travel at least 3 feet 
in front of home plate to be ruled fair.  If 
the ball travels less than that, it is ruled a 
foul ball. A chalked arc is suggested in front 
of home plate.16 

 P.O.E.: For reference, the batter’s box 
extends approximately 3 feet in front of 
home plate. Home plate is in fair territory. 

 When a hit ball off a tee, leaves the infield 
playing field in fair territory without 
touching the ground, it will be ruled a dead 
ball and the batter-runner is awarded a 
ground rule double or if touching the 
ground, awarded first base and a base hit.17  

18) There are no walks, free bases, or strike outs.  
19) No bunting.  
20) No Infield Fly rule.  

                                                 
15

 2010 Playing rule change – Rule #17 – added ruling on a 

caught foul fly ball  
16

 2014 Playing rule change – added chalked arc at home plate 
17

 2014 Playing rule clarification – added ruling on a hit ball 

off a tee 
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21) THROWING A BAT. If a player throws the bat 
intentionally in anger, the player should be 
ejected from the game. If the bat slips from the 
batter’s hands, the hit ball will be declared 
DEAD and another attempt to hit the ball will be 
made.  

 Players shall return to the base occupied at 
the time the ball was hit.  

 Speak with the player first, point out the 
danger that is caused by throwing the bat.  

 Second. speak to each team, point out the 
danger and make everyone aware that 
continued throwing of the bat by a batter 
on either team will constitute an OUT plus 
the player may be forced to lose their next 
turn at bat.  

22) PLAYER SAFETY. All batters must properly wear 
a batting helmet with approved face 
mask/guard while entering and leaving the 
playing field, both at bat and on base. Catchers 
must wear a helmet with face mask/guard and 
ear flaps, shin guards which offer protection to 
the knee caps, and body protector. 

23) JEWELRY. No jewelry is to be worn. Exposed 
jewelry, which is judged to be dangerous, must 
be removed and may not be worn during the 
game.  

24) SPECTATORS: Watch and enjoy; let the coach’s 
coach. Cheer if you like but keep it positive. 
Always maintain good behavior. If you do not 
have anything nice to say, say nothing at all.18 

25) COACHES AND ASSISTANTS: A coach or 
volunteer may be on the field of play while their 
team is playing defense.  

 Each coach shall be responsible for the 
conduct of his players and fans/spectators.  

 The League asks that coaches remind 
players and spectators that softball cheers 
or actions that “demean” the other children 
(e.g.; Beat the “whoopsy” out of you) or 
distract the opponent is not good 
sportsmanship.19 

 Each team should provide one adult to be 
an umpire and one to assist with the 

                                                 
18

 2009 Playing rule change – Rule #24 – Spectators added 
19

 2009 Playing rule change – Rule #25 – Cheering and good 

sportsmanship 

pitching machine, either can be a coach or a 
parent willing to assist. 

 A coach or volunteer shall place the batting 
tee and may instruct the children and may 
adjust and reposition the batter at any 
time.   

 The coach or volunteer will remove the tee 
from the playing field after the ball is hit.  

 Volunteers may also stand at the backstop 
to retrieve any balls that get by the catcher.  

 1st and 3rd base coaches are restricted to 
the area of the coach’s boxes. Upon 
request, they may call outs at the bases and 
determine home runs and two base hits. 

 Coaches are not allowed to physically assist 
base runners; e.g. pushing the runner or 
helping the runner off the ground, while the 
ball is in play.  

 Coaches from the defensive (fielding) team 
are allowed on the playing field. These 
coaches are on the field for instructional 
purposes only, such as re-positioning the 
fielders and relaying information. Upon 
request, they may call outs at the bases and 
determine home runs and two base hits. 

 At no time should there be a level of 
discomfort by the coach or volunteer nor a 
feeling of unfairness by parents. This rule is 
intended to help players learn the game 
and to move the game along faster. 

26) THE ‘UMPIRE’ SHOULD. 

 Move about the infield to obtain the best 
position for any play that develops.  

 Determine home runs and two base hits.  

 Count each batter’s allowed 3 swings or 5 
pitches, whichever comes first.  

 Call outs at the bases. If there is a 
disagreement on a call, the first call goes to 
the home team and the second to the 
visiting team.  

 Finally, all rule disagreements will be settled 
on the field, away from players and 
spectators, between coaches from each 
team. 

27) E.O.Y. TOURNAMENT PLAY: The goal of the 
tournament is to maintain the non competitive 
environment the children have participated in 
throughout the summer. However, score 
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keeping will be required for the tournament 
and the team objective to score runs on the 
other team while preventing the opposition 
from scoring may cause parents and coaches to 
become excited.  

For this reason, the friendly and caring 
environment created by coaches and spectators 
throughout the summer for opponent and team 
is all the more important.  

In conclusion, two items plus guidelines 
and rule review. First, the League asks that 
coaches remind players and spectators that 
softball cheers that “demean” the other 
children (e.g.; Beat the “whoopsy” out of you) 
and/or cheers or actions that distract the 
opponent (e.g.; the stomping of feet, the 
rattling or shaking of the fence or climbing on 
the fence) is not good sportsmanship. Second, 
score keeping is required, so score keepers are 
encouraged to check with one another each 
inning to insure accuracy of score and batting 
order.  

 
 
 
Tournament Guidelines and Rule Review: 
 

 A team should appear at the field, ready for 
play, at least 20 minutes prior to the 
scheduled start of the game.  

 Each game will consist of 4 innings of 
playing time or a time limit, established by 
the tournament director. A coin toss will 
determine the HOME TEAM. 20 

 After 4 complete innings of play or an 
allotted period of time, if the score is tied, 
the International Tie-Breaker Rule will be 
used. Softball games cannot end in a tie.   

International Tie Breaker Rule: 
During each half inning of the inning used to 
enforce the tie breaker, the offensive team 
shall begin its turn at bat with the player 
who is scheduled to bat last in that 
respective half inning being placed at 

                                                 
20

 2014 Playing rule change – Rule #27 – Length of game 

changed to 4 innings or a time limit established by the 

tournament director 

 

second base. (e.g., if the number five batter 
is to lead off, the number four batter in the 
batting order will be placed on second 
base.) 

It is the responsibility of the 
coaches and scorekeeper to notify the 
teams involved as to what player starts at 
second base. If the wrong player is placed 
on the base and it is brought to attention, 
there is no penalty, correct the error and 
place the correct person on the base. This 
should occur whether a pitch has been 
thrown, or if the runner has advanced a 
base. 

 Once again, each coach shall be responsible 
for the conduct of his players and 
fans/spectators.  

 During the game, all players must remain in 
the designated team areas and on benches, 
except the batter at the plate and the on-
deck batter. 

 All players present will be placed in the 
batting line-up and will bat in the order 
listed.  

 If a player is hurt, they may be removed 
from the game and at a later time return to 
the game. They may return only to the 
batting position that they held prior to 
being injured.  

 Safety is always first.  

 Both Teams are responsible for cleaning up 
the area after each game.  

 


